
FTA® purification reagent
A non-toxic, hypoallergenic solution used for the rapid purification of DNA
from a wide range of biological specimens stored on FTA®-treated matrix.

u Provides superior quality DNA for PCR or RFLP analysis

u Simple washing procedure ensures complete removal of all heme,
PCR inhibitors and other contaminants

u Prepares DNA from a wide variety of specimens: whole blood, epithelial
cells, cell cultures, solid tissues - even yeast and bacteria

As described. Supplied in a bottle of 500ml.
MW205-10 WB120204 FTA® Purification reagent

Sample collection products

Applicator swabs
Foam tipped, sterile swabs for the non-abrasive collection of buccal cells and
simple transfer to FTA® media for DNA typing applications. Supplied sterile in
a pack of 100.
MW205-37 WB100032 Applicator swabs

Omni swabs
With ejectable head for easy transfer of samples into tubes and multiwell
plates for DNA analysis. Individually sterile wrapped within a pack of 100.
MW205-44 WB100035 Omni swabs

Desiccant
For controlling moisture in specimen packages. Supplied in a pack of 1000 x 1g
sachets.
MW205-60 WB100003 Desiccant sachets

Multi-barrier pouches
Multi-layer pouches for use with FTA® or CloneSaver™ cards as indicated.

Ref. For cards Pack qty.

MW205-72 WB100036 FTA® Gene/Micro 100
MW205-77 WB100037 FTA® Classic 100
MW205-79 WB100024 FTA® CloneSaver™ 50

Harris Uni-Core disposable micro punches
Designed for rapid, easy sampling from FTA® and CloneSaver™ cards.

u Reusable up to 500 punches before disposal

u Sharp, stainless steel, precision cutting edge guarantees fast, precise
punching and ejection, uniform sampling and no carry-over between
punches

u Accessory “self-healing”, inert cutting mats ensure clean sample cuts,
protect and extend the life of the micro punch

As described. Supplied in packs or singly, as indicated. Without cutting mat.
MW224-05 Uni-Core punches, WB100028, with 1.2mm tip, pack of 4
MW224-16 Uni-Core punches, WB100029, with 2.0mm tip, pack of 4
MW224-25 Uni-Core punches, WB100039, with 3.0mm tip, pack of 4
MW224-35 Uni-Core punches, WB100040, with 6.0mm tip, pack of 4

MW224-40 Uni-Core punches, WB100073, with 1.0mm tip, pack of 25
MW224-50 Uni-Core punches, WB100074, with 1.2mm tip, pack of 25
MW224-60 Uni-Core punches, WB100076, with 2.0mm tip, pack of 25
MW224-70 Uni-Core punches, WB100078, with 3.0mm tip, pack of 25
MW224-80 Uni-Core punches, WB100082, with 6.0mm tip, pack of 25

MW224-90 Cutting mat, 150 x 200mm, WB100020
MW224-95 Cutting mat, 2½” x 3” (63 x 75mm), WB100088
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